Membership Options

We have a membership option that is right for you!

Need more information?

Contact:
Robert P. Lyons, Jr., AESS President
lyonsrp1@earthlink.net

George T. Schmidt, VP Member Services
gtschmidt@alum.mit.edu

Judy Scharmann, Executive Assistant
j.scharmann@conferencecatalysts.com

All truths are easy to understand once they are discovered; the point is to discover them.
- Galileo Galilei (1564-1642)

www.twitter.com/IEEE_AESS
www.facebook.com/IEEEAESS
www.ieee-aess.org
Welcome!

Membership in the IEEE AESS offers you a global professional home to develop your career, with the opportunity to connect with the three pillars of the aerospace, electronics, and defense sector: industry, academia and research centers. Effective interaction between these pillars is the key to the organization, design, development and operation of complex systems, which lie at the core of the AESS field of interest. We invite you to join us!

- Robert P. Lyons, Jr., AESS

Members Interests

Members have professional interests in the organization, systems engineering, design, development, integration, and operation of complex systems for space, air, ocean, or ground environments. These systems include but are not limited to navigation, avionics, mobile electric power and electronics, radar, sonar, telemetry, guidance, control, automatic test, simulators, and command and control systems. The AESS is the society for engineers working across the entire electronics systems domain.

Reasons to Join AESS

The IEEE Aerospace and Electronic Systems Society (AESS) is waiting for you. Comprised of professionals who share your technical interests, joining AESS allows you to deepen ties to your technical community and take advantage of specialized opportunities. Our field is constantly changing and your participation will enable you to be more effective in your career. The AESS is committed to providing the highest level of service and benefits to members and affiliates.

Technical Information: Monthly issues of the peer-reviewed IEEE Aerospace and Electronic Systems Magazine and significant discounts for IEEE members to top-ranked journals, such as the IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems, and to the Aerospace and Electronic Systems Conferences Digital Library. Savings on subscription costs for IEEE members easily pay for the cost of AESS membership.

Conferences: Discounted conference registrations at leading international technical conferences where you can network, learn best practices from the industry’s experts, and share information with peers. Also, participate in specialized conferences and workshops organized in response to identified needs.

Technical Panels: Participate in one of the AESS Technical Panels and learn while influencing future technical advancements and worldwide standards. Help form new technical panels in response to changing technologies.

Education: Advanced educational activities through tutorials, lectures, and distinguished lectures offered world-wide.

Communications: A quarterly e-mail blast to all members with the latest news and announcements.

Cooperation: Collaboration opportunities through four IEEE Councils: Systems, Sensors, Biometrics, and Nanotechnology, as well as, with IEEE/USA or other geographically focused regions.

Chapters: A world-wide distribution of AESS chapters offering numerous educational, technical, and networking opportunities.

Projects: Student focused projects, meetings, and conferences.

Awards: A substantial Awards and Recognition Program for members and chapters.

Web: The AESS web site updated daily with aerospace news links, a link to IEEE job opportunities, presentations from AESS governance meetings, governance documents, and much more.